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Abstract—Developers build software applications using different
programming languages, so they can benefit from the programming languages’ specific advantages. To allow an interaction of
different programming languages, each programming language
offers Application Programming Interfaces (API) to be called.
However, such interactions pose challenges for source-code refactoring across programming languages. To this end, we present a
generalized approach to refactoring in multi-language software
applications based on graphs of trees. To illustrate the broad
application of our approach, we implement a library that builds
the foundation for two tools that support the refactoring of
database applications implemented in Java and Java applications
that invoke code of the functional programming language Clojure.
Keywords–refactoring; multi-language software application;
Java, Clojure, Relational Database

I. I NTRODUCTION
Programming languages provide different language constructs for the description of algorithms. Depending on the
language constructs, a developer’s effort to implement an
algorithm may differ between programming languages. Hence,
if a developer is able to choose another programming language
for each problem in a single system, she can describe the
solution with a minimum of effort. Consequently, developers
use different programming languages in concert to implement software applications [1]–[8]. We call such a software
application implemented by means of different programming
languages a multi-language software application (MLSA) [5].
Irrespective of the programming language at hand, refactoring is a common technique to modify a source-code’s
structure while preserving the source-code’s semantics [9].
Refactorings are used to improve the maintainability and
extensibility of a code base. A number of refactoring transformations exist for different programming languages and programming paradigms, such as object-oriented programminglanguages [9][10], functional programming-languages [11],
and relational schemata [12].
However, refactoring transformations are defined for single
programming languages and do not consider the interaction of
languages in an MLSA. Thus, applying a refactoring on source
code of one language can break the interaction of languages
within an MLSA. For instance, in a database application,
renaming a table breaks the application code that depends
on the original table name [13]. Since compilers do not
check language interaction at compile time, developers need
a sufficient test coverage to detect the broken interaction or,
otherwise, the broken system goes into production.
In this paper, we present a generally applicable concept
based on graphs of trees that supports developers in checking
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and preserving language interaction within an MLSA. To show
the practical applicability of our concept, we present two
prototypes that support refactoring in applications that use (1)
Java and a relational database and (2) Java and the functional
programming language Clojure [14]. Additionally, we provide
a brief discussion of the concept’s performance and discuss
the concept’s generality in respect to different MLSA setups.
The paper is structured as follows: In Section II, we
introduce different realizations of MLSAs and give examples
of how refactoring affects language interaction in MLSAs.
In Section III, we describe and justify our concept for supporting refactoring in MLSAs. In Section IV, we present two
tools, sql-schema-comparer and clojure-java-interface-checker,
which implement our concept for two different language
combinations. We discuss different aspects of the concept in
Section V. Finally, we present related work in Section VI
before we conclude the paper in Section VII.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we first describe different approaches to
implement language interaction in MSLAs. Then, we describe
how refactoring can break language interaction in MLSAs by
means of a database application.
A. Implementations of Language Interaction in MLSAs
In general, a software application contains source code
written in one programming language that initializes that
application. In an MLSA, we call the programming language
in which the application’s initialization code is written the
application’s host language. From the code of the host language, developers invoke source code implemented in other
languages. We call the invoked languages guest languages.
Based on this definition, we distinguish three realizations of
language interaction:
1)
2)
3)

Foreign Function Interface (FFI) [15]
Host and guest language share the same platform
Guest language is implemented in the host language

The first realization, FFI, describes APIs, which allow developers to use host language syntax elements for accessing syntax
elements in a guest language (cf. Figure 1a). For instance,
in Java the Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) and the Java
Persistence API (JPA) allow developers to query relational
databases via SQL or an object-relational mapping, and the
Java Native Interface (JNI) allows developers to invoke C/C++
functions. Platforms such as Java and .NET represent the
second realization, in which both, host and guest language,
share the same platform (see Figure 1b). For instance, the
programming languages C#, Visual Basic .NET, and F# can all
be compiled to the Common Intermediate Language (CIL) and
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Figure 1. Relations between host and guest language.
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String stmt = "SELECT label FROM departments "
+ "WHERE label LIKE ?";
PreparedStatement query = con.prepareStatement(stmt);
query.setString(1, "M%");
ResultSet result = query.executeQuery();

Figure 2. JDBC: Parameterized query for department names.
all languages can invoke CIL code [16]. Thus, by compiling the
source code of the guest language to the platform of the host
language, a developer can call the code implemented in the
guest language from the host language. The third realization
(see Figure 1c) describes programming languages such as Lisp
or Ruby, which provide meta-programming features that allow
developers to implement new language elements or DSLs that
represent the guest language [17]–[19].
In case a guest language is implemented in the host
language (cf. Figure 1c), the guest language’s source code
is actually valid source code of the host language. Thus,
developers can reuse existing tools for static code analysis of
the host language to check the interaction between source code
of the guest and the host language. In case the guest language’s
source code can be compiled to the host language’s platform
(cf. Figure 1b), developers can reference the compiled code of
the guest language in the host language and the host language’s
compiler can check the interaction between source code of the
guest and the host language [16]. For instance, F# source code
can be compiled to a managed DLL which a developer can
reference in C# source code. In contrast, if languages interact
by means of an FFI (cf.Figure 1a), existing tools for the host
language cannot check language interactions.
B. Refactoring of MLSAs that use FFIs
Since there is no tool support for refactoring languages that
communicate using FFIs, developers have to assure language
interaction manually. Currently, developers must provide automated tests with a reasonable test coverage to reliably detect
broken language interactions after source-code modifications
such as refactoring. In former work, we discussed problems in
the case of Java to SQL interactions [13].
For the Java programming language, there are two APIs to
interact with a relational database via SQL: JDBC and JPA.
JDBC allows developers to directly execute SQL statements.
For instance, Figure 2 shows an SQL query that selects the
values of column label of table departments that start
with M.
JPA, in turn, provides an interface for object-relational
mapping (ORM). The ORM maps Java classes to relational
tables and Java methods to table columns. An object relational
mapper can automatically create SQL statements based on the
ORM. Developers can use JPA to access a relational database
without having to write plain SQL. For instance, Figure 3
shows how a developer can map the Java class Department
to the relational table departments with its columns id
and label.
In the following, we explain how refactoring either the Java
source code or the relational schema affects the interaction
between the Java application and the relational database.
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@Entity
@Table(name="departments")
public class Department implements Serializable {
private int id;
private String label;
public void setId(int id) { this.id = id; }
@Id
public int getId() { return id; }
public void setLabel(String label) { this.label = label; }
public String getLabel() { return label; }
}

Figure 3. JPA: Annotated class Department.

a) Host-Language Refactoring: Given that we use JPA
to access the relational database, we rename the property
label of class Department (cf. Figure 3) to name, because name is more specific than the more general label.
Consequently, to be consistent, we also rename the methods
setLabel and getLabel to setName and getName,
respectively. This refactoring breaks the application because
the ORM cannot find a matching column name for table
departments in the database schema.
b) Guest-Language Refactoring: Let us assume we
apply a Rename Column refactoring to rename the column
label of table departments to name. This refactoring
breaks the application regardless of whether we use JDBC or
JPA because neither the SQL statement (cf. Figure 2) nor the
ORM (cf. Figure 3) reference the renamed column.
III.

C HECKING AND P RESERVING L ANGUAGE
I NTERACTION
The main idea of our concept to check and preserve
language interactions is as follows. First, we extract those
syntax elements from the host and guest language that are
involved in language interaction and represent these syntax
elements in graphs of trees for the host and the guest language.
Second, by comparing the graph of the host and the graph of
guest language with each other, we are able to detect broken
language interactions. Now, we present this approach in detail.
A. Modeling Language Interaction
For the source code of a guest language CG and the source
code of a host language CH , we call the references to the guest
language’s source code extracted from the host language’s
source code RCH →CG . Additionally, we call the syntax elements in the guest language’s source code involved in language
interaction RCG . Based on the representation as abstract syntax
trees (AST) [20], we describe RCH →CG and RCG as sets of
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B. Checking the Referential Integrity between Languages
We check the referential integrity between languages by
comparing all trees in RCH →CG with the trees in RCG . To
ensure the referential integrity, for all rCH →CG ∈ RCH →CG
there must be one rCG ∈ RCG , so that the following condition
is satisfied:
rCH →CG is a top-down subtree of rCG

(1)

However, this precondition is not sufficient because nodes
may be missing in rCH →CG that are mandatory for language
interaction. For instance, in JDBC, if a developer defines an
INSERT statement, this statement must provide values for all
columns of the referenced tables with a Not Null constraint, or
else the statement fails. Hence, for the set of mandatory nodes
rM , we additionally have to check if
rM ⊆ rCH →CG

(2)

The set rM is defined as follows for mandatory nodes m and
the function parent(x), which returns x’s parent node:
rM = {m | m ∈ rCG ∧ parent(m) ∈ rCH →CG }

(3)

In Figure 4, we illustrate the process of checking language
interaction: First, we need to extract RCH →CG from CH and
RCG from CG . In accordance with (3), we compute the set of
mandatory nodes RM for RCG and RCH →CG . Then, we can
compare the extracted references. The comparison returns a
result which contains the possibly empty sets RCH →CG \ RCG
and RM \ RCH →CG , i.e., the elements, which were extracted
from the host language source code but are missing in the
guest language source code, as well as the mandatory elements
defined in the guest language source code that are not referenced in the host language source code. Language interaction
is preserved if both sets are empty. Otherwise, the sets contain
the syntax elements, which are involved in the broken language
interaction.
IV. I MPLEMENTING A G ENERAL A PPROACH TO MLR
In this section, we first introduce the structure-graph library [21]. The structure-graph library implements an algorithm which we use to implement the sql-schema-comparer and
the clojure-java-interface-checker. The sql-schema-comparer
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Figure 4. The process of checking language interaction.

checks the language interaction between Java source code and
a relational database schema and the clojure-java-interfacechecker checks the language interaction between Java and
Clojure source code.
A. The Structure-Graph Library
The structure-graph library provides a prototypical implementation of a comparison algorithm for trees of syntax
elements as defined in Section III-A. The library takes two
arguments: a source graph GS and a target graph GT . Both
graphs represent sets of trees. Each node v of a tree has a name
and a path. A node is uniquely identified by its name and path;
thus, name and path represent the node’s id. The comparison
of GS and GT returns a list of modified nodes. The library
distinguishes two node modifications: Added and Deleted. A
node v is added if id(v) ∈ GT ∧ id(v) ∈
/ GS . Conversely, a
node v is removed if id(v) ∈
/ GT ∧ id(v) ∈ GS . For checking
language interaction, we pass RCH →CG as GS and RCG as
GT to the library. Consequently, RCH →CG \ RCG is the set of
added nodes and RM \ RCH →CG is the set of removed nodes
that are marked as mandatory, respectively.
B. Java to Relational Database Interaction
In [22], we presented the sql-schema-comparer (SSC)
library that applies the structure-graph library to detect mismatches between a relational database schema and a schema
expected by the interacting Java source code. To this end, SSC
extracts the expected schema RCH →CG from SQL statements
and JPA entities defined in the Java source code and the actual
schema RCG from a relational database. The representation
of RCG contains a tree for each table. Each tree contains a
root that holds the table’s name. The root has child nodes for
each table column, and each column has child nodes for each
column constraint (cf. Figure 5). Since SSC marks a column
as mandatory if a Not Null constraint is specified on that
column, SSC is able to check if all columns required for an
insertion are referenced by an SQL statement or JPA entity.
The representation of RCH →CG contains a tree for each SQL
statement and JPA entity defined in the interacting Java source
code. The trees of the expected schema only contain nodes for
the referenced table names and columns, because constraints
are not referenced in the Java source code. For brevity, we do
not discuss column type information here.
C. Java to Clojure Language Interaction
Now, we introduce the Clojure programming language and
describe how the clojure-java-interface-checker preserves the
interaction between Java and Clojure source code.
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Figure 5. Database Schema Graph.
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Figure 8. Clojure Function Graph.
1) The Clojure Programming Language: Clojure is a functional programming language that runs on the Java Virtual
Machine (JVM). Syntactically, Clojure is a Lisp dialect. Since
Clojure runs on the JVM, developers can directly use libraries
available for the programming language Java.
Since Clojure and Java share the same platform (cf. Figure 1b), developers do not need additional means to invoke
Clojure source code from Java and vice versa. However,
invoking Clojure functions in Java without additional means
works only for compiled Clojure source code. Additionally, the
Clojure library provides an FFI (cf. Figure 1a), which allows
developers to dynamically load and invoke Clojure source code
directly from Java source code.
For dynamically invoking Clojure functions from Java
source code, developers must provide the namespace and the
name of the function to be called. For instance, to call the
function add2 in namespace i.o.c.Test (see Figure 6),
developers use the class RT shown in Figure 7. Since version
1.6, the preferred way of calling a Clojure function is to
use class Clojure that returns an instance of class IFn.
Nevertheless, the basic principle has not changed.
1
2
3
4

(ns o.i.c.Test)
(defn add2 [x]
(+ x 2))

Figure 6. Definition of a namespace and a function in Clojure.
1
2
3

Var f = RT.var("o.i.c.Test", "add2");
f.invoke(2);
Figure 7. Invocation of Clojure function in Java.

2) The Clojure-Java-Interface-Checker Library: We used
the structure-graph library to implement the clojure-javainterface-checker [23]. The clojure-java-interface-checker is a
library that checks the dynamic invocation of Clojure functions
in Java source code. To this end, the library creates a graph
for the function invocations in the Java source code and for
the actual function definitions in the Clojure source code.
The graph contains a tree for each namespace defined in the
Clojure source code. Each namespace has a child node for
each function defined in that namespace. Additionally, each
node representing a function has a child node for each function
parameter. Having a node for each parameter allows to check
that the function invocation in the Java source code contains the
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For the function definition in Figure 6 and the function
invocation in Figure 7, the library creates two different trees
(see Figure 9): The only difference between the two trees is
that in Java, we have no information about the called parameter
but its position. Therefore, in Figure 9b the parameter x is
represented by the parameter’s position 0. Accordingly, before
we can compare these graphs, we need to replace the parameter
name in Figure 9a by its position in the function definition.
V. D ISCUSSION
In Section III, we discussed an algorithm for checking the
interaction between a host and guest language. We presented
two tools that show the practicability of our approach. In the
following, we discuss the theoretical performance with respect
to the complexity of checking the Conditions (1) and (2) from
Section III-B and the generality of our approach. Furthermore,
we describe the necessary implementation effort and other
areas of application for our approach.
A. Performance
For Condition (1), we check that for each node in RCH →CG
a node exists in RCG . In a tree structure, each node has a
unique path, thus, we need to check at most hG nodes in RCG
for each node in RCH →CG where hG is the height of RCG .
Hence, we get each missing node in O(nH hG ) where nH is
the number of nodes in RCH →CG .
For Condition (2), we check that for each mandatory node
in RM a node exists in RCH →CG . Again, we need to check at
most hH nodes in RCH →CG for each node in RM where hH is
the height of RCH →CG . Hence, we get each missing mandatory
node in O(nM hH ) where nM is the number of nodes in RM .
Since the maximum height of the trees is constant, we get a
complexity of O(nH + nM ) for checking all conditions.

o.i.c.Test

o.i.c.Test

add2

add2

x

0

(a) RCG of Figure 6.

(b) RCH →CG of Figure 7.

Figure 9. Function graphs.
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For the creation of graphs, SSC includes the Java graph library
JGraphT [24]. The evaluation logic interprets the results of
SSC and gives language-specific feedback to the user.
(CG;1 )
..
.

(CH;1 )
..
.

(CH )

(CG )

(CG;n )

(CH;n )

(a) Single host and multiple guest
programming languages.

(CH;1 )

(b) Multiple host and single guest
programming languages.

(CH;2 )

(CG )

(c) A host is also a guest programming language.

Figure 10. MLSA setups.

B. Generality of the Approach
Until now, we discussed an MLSA consisting of one host
and one guest programming language. However, MLSAs can
consist of more than two programming languages. Thus, we
need to discuss our approach in the context of generalized
MLSA setups to justify the generality of our approach.
1) Multiple Guest and Single Host Programming Languages: The single host programming language uses different
interfaces to interact with multiple guest languages (cf. Figure 10a). To check the referential integrity of the language
interaction, we need to compute and compare RCG;n and
RCH →CG;n with n being the nth guest language of the MLSA.
2) Single Guest and Multiple Host Programming Languages: The host programming languages use the same elements of the guest programming language for language interaction (cf. Figure 10b). Thus, to check the referential integrity
of the language interaction, we need to compute and compare
RCH;n →CG and RCG with n being the nth host language of
the MLSA.
3) A Host is also a Guest Programming Language:
Given code of three programming languages CG , CH;1 , CH;2
involved in an MLSA where CG is accessed by CH;2 and
CH;2 is accessed by CH;1 (cf. Figure 10c). Hence, this MLSA
contains code of two guest programming languages (CG and
CH;2 ) and code of two host programming languages (CH;1 and
CH;2 ). In other words, we have multiple guest and multiple
host programming languages. However, having multiple guest
and multiple host programming languages corresponds to a
combination of the preceding cases.
Apart from the three MLSA setups shown in Figure 10a
to 10c, to the best of our knowledge, no other generalized
MLSA setup exists. Since our approach supports all three
MLSA setups, we conclude that our approach supports the
refactoring of arbitrary MLSAs.
C. Implementation Effort
Our approach requires developers to provide languagespecific components: parsers and the evaluation logic. Parsers
extract the source code of the interacting host and guest
languages and create the graphs for RCG;n and RCH →CG;n .
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D. Fields of Application
Apart from refactoring, another use case for our approach
is content assistance. That is, we can use RCG to provide
developers with a list of elements with which the developers
can interact with. However, especially in respect to legacy
or undocumented source code, we have to note that our
approach does not consider the guest language’s semantics.
Thus, developers still need to know the behavior of CG .
VI. R ELATED W ORK
TexMo [25] and XLL [7][26] are tools for linking and
refactoring MLSAs. TexMo uses GenDeMoG [27] which implements a dependency graph and XLL implements a linking
model to link artifacts of interacting languages. Links are
resolved by dependency patterns in GenDeMoG and binding
resolvers in XLL. Thus, in TexMo and XLL, the artifacts
involved in language interaction between two languages are
hidden in dependency patterns or binding resolvers. However, based on our experience with other language combinations [13], we developed our graph-based approach that makes
the structures involved in language interaction transparent. We
argue that this transparency is crucial because language interaction is not only affected by renames of interacting elements.
Yet, TexMo and XLL solely support rename refactorings.
Language composition comprises approaches to extend
a programming language’s syntax and semantics [28]. For
instance, SugarJ [29] and TSL Wyvern [30] allow developers
to embed different languages as first-class citizens in Java and
Wyvern [31], respectively. As a first-class citizen, an embedded
language’s syntax is validated at compile-time. Compile-time
validation allows developers to fix syntax errors in the code of
the embedded language before run-time. Our approach complements language composition because, additionally, it allows
to check the interaction introduced by embedded languages.
For instance, embedding SQL by language composition can
only ensure syntactical correctness, but not that SQL statements reference elements that are available in the database
schema. Thus, language composition cannot ensure language
interaction in general.
UMLDiff detects differences between two UML class
models and reports added, removed, renamed, and moved
UML elements [32]. UMLDiff is part of the Eclipse plug-in
JDEvAn [33]. JDEvAn allows to retrieve UML representations
from Java source code but is extensible to retrieve UML
representations from other languages. JDEvAn and UMLDiff
may be used to retrieve information about the changes that led
to a broken language interaction and, thus, complement our
check of the referential integrity for language interaction.
Orthographic Software Modeling (OSM) introduces views
as first-class entities in software development [34]. In OSM,
all information about a software application is represented in
a single underlying model (SUM). All other models, such as
UML or source code, are generated from the SUM. Since
all changes to a view must be propagated to the SUM, all
views are kept consistent automatically. For instance, in a
database application using JPA, changing the relational model
results in the adaption of the relational schema as well as the
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JPA entities. However, the OSM approach requires a SUM
and a developer, called methodologist, who implements and
maintains the SUM. In general, we cannot presume these
requirements to be fulfilled. Furthermore, the methodologist
needs to model language interaction in the SUM, which
requires intimate knowledge of implementation details.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
Language interaction in a multi-language software application (MLSA) can be diverse and, thus, complicates the refactoring of involved languages. In our approach, we use graphs
of trees to represent syntax elements of different programming
languages that are involved in language interaction. Based on
these graphs, we can check if the source code of one language
correctly interacts with the source code of another language.
Based on our approach, we presented two tools, sqlschema-comparer and clojure-java-interface-checker, which
check the interaction within a database application and between source code of the programming languages Java and
Clojure, respectively. We presented performance considerations which suggest that graphs of trees are a viable basis for
checking the interaction of source code of different languages.
We also discussed transferability of our approach to arbitrary
MLSA setups.
In our future work, we want to integrate the sql-schemacomparer and clojure-java-interface-verifier in the Eclipse
IDE [35] to simplify their usage for daily software development. Furthermore, we want to re-use graphs of trees extracted
from the guest language for detecting source-code modifications, such as refactorings, that led to a broken language
interaction. We assume that the information about sourcecode modifications can support developers in fixing language
interaction.
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